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About This Game

VR Dream Match Baseball is experience to challenge Big League pitchers.

Challenge a pro’s fastballs and breaking balls as a batter and catcher! With true hitting/catching sensation. You can experience a
real pitcher’s balls in a big league baseball stadium with realistic sensation as a catcher or batter. You can shuffle pitch types
from the menu or button operation. You can also enlarge the size of the bat or ball so that you can hit the ball more easily – a

feature you could enjoy only in the digital world.

・Takes place in a stadium setting creating a true sensation.
・Catch a 102miles/h straight ball ! Do you have the courage to catch it?

・Aim for home run ! You can experience pro pitchers’ various pitch types, such as straight ball, curveball, splitter, etc.
・Data display: Catching results, batting results, results per ball and reaching distance

・When you hit a home run, grand fireworks and great cheers will bless you.
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Title: VR DREAM MATCH BASEBALL
Genre: Sports
Developer:
SOOTH Inc.
Publisher:
SOOTH Inc.
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 1060 or AMD Radeon™ RX 480

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese
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vr dream match baseball. vr dream match baseball 购入. vr dream match baseball oculus. vr dream match baseball バット. vr dream
match baseball 購入

Very, very stupid product. The devs may call it "art," but I call it lousy. Poor graphics, stupid looking "enemies" terrible
controls, confusing menu, everything about this is poor. Avoid at all costs.. It's basically exactly what you expect. The only real
problem is that it does not look very good and the resolution is very low, so you will probably want to turn off fullscreen mode.
This also fixed the fps for me.. Its a okay game for $2, not really scary at all except for the footsteps and distinctive noises in the
background. Positive:

-Steam Cards

Negative:

-All the rest. Help what happens at the end... are we meant to be psychic ... :( whats happened to part 2... we have been
robbed!!!! :(. Perhaps overly simplistic, the completely random nature of the game removes any skill or learning from the game.
Additionally, the game doesn't clearly convey the rules or the meaning of your actions.

The only driving force while playing this is to unlock the next contending gunslinger. If you're down to roll dice over and over
until you finally get to see another pixelated sprite, this game is for you.
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Played this on the Atari Lynx handheld way back, lol, and gaming does not come much simpler and better than this. Admittedly,
the music from the Lynx version was miles better than this, but that is easily rectified, due to some clever folks on here modding
it in. A great time waster of a game, and one of my all time favorites at sucking you in, for that one more try at the level you
cant beat. We never had saves back then, so you had to beat it to get code for next level. Ah, them were the days!

Great stuff!. A casually tactical diversion that doesn't overstay its welcome.

Pros:
- Tight design space, a nice change of pace from other entries in the genre.
- Well made, with no bugs found, clear tooltips and visual design that is both pretty and readable.
- Occasionally funny.

Cons:
- Edginess. The annoying kind. I'm guessing that I don't need to say this, most people probably saw the black and red player
character designs and correctly guessed that the story would embarrass itself a bit...
- The research level. Politely, it could be called experimental but it would be more honest to call it a mistake. It's over
eventually.
- Bad jokes mean no replay value. They're not all winners and I can't imagine putting up with some of these lines twice. At least
the voice acting is fine.

Overall, a decent game, far from spectacular but it does the important things right more often than some triple-A studios. It's a
solid day's worth of diversion, only challenging once in a while but satisfying nonetheless. I recommend playing towards fastest
mission clear possible for the most enjoyable experience.. If you've always wanted to "platform" with a bus, I guess this is for
you.

By "platforming," I mean the bus will be launched into the air repeatedly on some levels. You don't actually seem to have a
jump ability on your own. Instead, the bus will be launched through other means and will behave in a manner very similar to
how I'd imagine a real bus would. It will spin, turn, and tumble depending on how you were launched or landed. And, much like
a real bus, you can't push the bus right-side up all on your own if you land badly. Instead, you'll have to reset the level.

I guess someone who is really into perfectly exacting execution or enjoys their own frustration might like this game. Personally,
I don't get it.. Really nice looking graphics. The high angled view is very unique. i don't understand the story yet but hopefully it
will make sense in the end lol.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBsaZEeZUkU&feature=youtu.be. Dear Vural and Christian
I like the game, so funny. This is better than the best one. Thanks a lot. I hope this beauty will continue.. I enjoyed this game
enough to finish it, and that took a decent amount of time. When I purchased such a cheap game, I expected much less from it.

I love strategy games and this one is fairly basic on the surface, but there's more than meets the eye.

The game does have some flaws, but overall it's quite solid in my opinion. I didn't think the game was tedious; I thought the
missions made sure there's enough variety to keep things interesting. There's some griding involved, but that didn't phase me too
much.

The equipment you find is also interesting. There's not a ton of weapons, but each weapon has its place. They're different
enough that there are certainly different tools for different jobs. Once you figure out what the weapons do, you'll know that you
need to keep several spares so you can swap them around when needed.

I recommend this game, especially for such a low price. I would love to see a second Star Chronicles game, or a DLC that
extends the story.. This is a good game to play while you wait on friends to get online or you just want to blow off steam. It is
better than the flash version online IMO.. Best Movie every I've watched it atleast a hundred times on youtube.
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